
The human body is an 
electrochemical machine

• Inputs: oxygen, water, ions, complex 
organic molecules

• Outputs: maintenance, movement, heat, 
carbon dioxide, water, simple organic 
molecules



"A chicken is just an egg's way of making more eggs." 

Dawkins describes biological organisms as "vehicles" used by 
their genes for making more copies of those genes. 

Genes that tend to help the organisms they are in to survive and
reproduce also help themselves. 



Most textbooks describe 11 interacting systems:

• Circulatory: moving materials around
• Digestive: absorbing & processing organic chemicals
• Endocrine: slow, general control
• Excretory: removing waste products
• Immune: defending against invasion
• Integumentary: keeping insides in & outsides out
• Muscular: movement
• Nervous: fast, precise control
• Reproductive: passing on genes
• Respiratory: moving O2 in, CO2 out
• Skeletal: supporting framework



Circulatory system:

Heart: double pump (lungs, body)
Muscle contracts @ 1 Hz for ~80 yr

Arteries: High-pressure tubes to tissues
Veins: Low-pressure return to heart

Automatic controls to maintain pressure
& need-dependent distribution (to gut 
after meal, to muscles before exercise)









Digestive system: tube from outside 
(mouth) to outside (anus).

Breakdown of food (acid, alkali, 
enzymes) into absorbable forms.

Transport via blood to liver; further 
breakdown into forms useful for 
energy-production & repair

Unabsorbed materials expelled

Slow, rhythmic contractions can be 
recorded via a swallowed balloon or 
electrodes



Endocrine system: slow maintenance & 
feedback control via chemicals secreted 
into blood.

Control of metabolic rate (chemical 
activity), growth, reproductive status.

Example:

Food → ↑glucose → ↑insulin → ↓ glucose

Monitoring requires chemical sensors



Excretory system: blood filter

Kidney: selectively filters out 
waste or excess materials

Bladder: temporary storage of 
filtrate, automatic emptying



Immune system: Defence against invasion

Sensors: Detect non-self chemicals

Effectors: Combine with and break down 
alien organisms or products



Integumentary system: barrier to loss 
of fluids, entry of alien materials.

Sensitive to mechanical forces

Surface area for evaporative cooling

Protection against radiation

Barrier to surface recordings

Skin resistance ∝ sweating/blood flow



Muscular system: generate forces 
against levers (bones/joints) resulting in 
movements.

Speech is a special case

Surface recording (EMG)

Needle recording (single muscle fibres)





Brain: The most complex piece of 
matter in the known universe

Massively parallel information 
processor

Capable of independent thought

Controls, directly or indirectly, all 
other systems









Reproductive system: male & 
female genes meet

Major changes in female body to 
accommodate & feed fetus

Main control by endocrine system



Respiratory system: bellows 
arrangement; Negative pressure 
by expanding chest, air sucked 
into lungs.

O2 and CO2 diffuse along their 
concentration gradients (O2 from 
air to blood and CO2 from blood 
to air)



Skeletal system: joints and levers

Support/protection

Reservoir of calcium
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